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Abstract

Few decades ago, businesses used to do marketing by running advertisements on televisions, banner ads, newspapers, radios and magazines for attracting customers and selling their products. This offline marketing has limitations like higher marketing cost, lesser attraction of customers, limited accessibility and time constraint. Due to evolution in technology and internet, everyone has access to internet through desktops, mobiles, tablets etc. With this easy internet access, small and medium businesses can reach wide variety of customers by using digital marketing for making aware about their products and services. The digital marketing has many advantages over traditional marketing like low cost, more targeted customers, no time constraint, easy to measure growth of marketing, easy to switch to different platforms, easy to share, and perform data analytics to attract more customers. This paper focuses on a novel approach of digital marketing for small and medium businesses to set up the business objectives on social media platforms, selection of social media platforms, planning marketing calendar, how to reach out to targeted customers by making suitable content on different social media platforms. This digital marketing framework also helps to influence more customers by using Search Engine Optimization and data analytics methods, and to measure the growth of marketing the products and services by using key performance indicators.
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1. Introduction

The traditional marketing focuses on promoting information about the products and services by running advertisements on TV, radio, billboards, news magazines etc. This marketing technique requires huge amount of money to build and promote products marketing campaign for selling the products. Also the traditional marketing requires few months to measure the success of products in reaching the targeted customers. In case of failure in reaching to the customers for making them aware about your products, it requires to recycle the previous advertisements which is very time consuming process and it is not affordable to small and medium business and enterprises.

Every businessman wants to promote their products and services amongst the wide variety of customers and grow their business easily. This can be easily achieved through modern marketing technique called Digital Marketing. Digital marketing can also be known as Online Marketing, Internet Marketing. Digital Marketing allows small and medium business to make use of social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter etc. to market their products and services amongst specific group of customers. It also provides 24x7 online customer support to solve customer’s problem regarding products. The digital marketing has many advantages over traditional marketing like cost efficiency, time to update content, efficiency in results, easiness in tracking the success of the product, specific marketing, understand consumer behavior as described in Table No.1.

In this paper, we have proposed a framework of digital marketing which will help the businesses to understand how digital marketing will promote and sell their products to specific
A group of customers, different social media platforms to be used for marketing their products, track customers' journey from visitors to genuine buyers by using search engine optimization techniques, content writing, and use of different data analytics tools to influence the customers to buy their products. The proposed framework will help to choose the social media platform for setting up business objectives and business profile creation. It will also provide the guidance for planning and creating suitable posts for promoting information about the product, to influence targeted customers and measure the growth of the business.

The section 2 describes the problem statement, section 3 focuses on research objectives of this study. The literature survey is described in section 4. The framework of digital marketing is presented in section 5. The mathematical model is presented in section 6 and section 7 describes the conclusion of this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Traditional Marketing</th>
<th>Digital Marketing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost Efficient</td>
<td>It is a time consuming process as it requires more time to update the contents of advertisements and broadcast them.</td>
<td>Digital marketing provides easy platform to create and update the contents of advertisements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to update the content</td>
<td>Traditional marketing requires months to measure the success of product.</td>
<td>Digital marketing provides exact results in shorter duration of time in terms of number of page visits, leads generated etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach out to new customer</td>
<td>Due to technological barriers, insufficient resources and language problems, traditional marketing fails to reach the customers.</td>
<td>Due to easy internet access, digital marketing provides easy way to reach out to new customers and retain them by posting suitable content of their interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Marketing</td>
<td>Traditional marketing involves forceful promotion of products and services without knowing the customer’s background.</td>
<td>Digital marketing does segmentation of customers on the basis of age, gender, area of interest, relationship status, geographical locations etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Behaviour</td>
<td>Hard to track consumer behavior about products and services</td>
<td>With the help of online feedbacks, likes, comments, consumer behavior can be easily tracked to increase the sells of products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Problem Statement

This study aims at providing solution to the following problems.

1. Small and medium enterprises does not have proper knowledge of digital marketing techniques.
2. Very few digital marketers are utilizing latest technology for promoting their products across the globe.
3. Many digital marketers failed to attract targeted customers by using latest technology like data analytics, and measure the growth of their business.
3. Research Objectives

The objectives of this study are

1. To provide correct knowledge about workflow in digital marketing for new businesses.
2. To adapt current technology for betterment and innovation in digital marketing.
3. To utilize data analytics methods for influencing targeted customers for buying the products.

4. Literature Survey

The Digital Marketing leads to fragmentation which exhibits the complexity of Internet. This comprises to develop a Framework [1] for Digital Marketing in such a way that managers provide social technical systems. Before that it is necessary to contribute in literature of traditional Digital Marketing framework. The Framework implementation may include Active Learning Mechanism [2]. Active Learning emphasizes the number of Advertises and running websites of project. The gap between digital marketing strategies and traditional processes [3] is key aspect that research is required to get involved in real world practitioners. Digital Marketing strategies evolves due to new business opportunities and technological progress. Digital technologies reflected on business to business marketing. Digitization of business to business marketing [4] examines the issues in Digitization Capability which integrates from data, permission and analytics. Overall analysis of Digital Marketing embraces to Digital Marketing Communication (DMC) [5]. DMC evaluates digital communication channels which shows paradigm changes in the domain of marketing.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can enhance the marketing functions across different stages of marketing planning processes [6]. AI is becoming broadly integrated into digital marketing practices to scale down process time. However AI functionality transforms important and relevant data into information. This information synthesized with expertise, context and intuition becomes knowledge. All data foundation enables to have robust systems capable of tracking relevant data. Digital Marketing highlights some new marketing strategies where digital technologies has its own impact. To develop a framework which analyses marketing strategy processes [7] occurs during previous research. Artificial Intelligence based applications are monitoring social media by three different ways like to get a people’s views and thinking on social networks that is sentiment analysis. How they are useful and their approach towards personalized content (audience analysis) and what kind of images they share enable on social media content (image analysis). AI software with Machine learning (ML) based algorithms useful to identify and classify patterns within big data category wise, is best suited method for analyzing content social media [8]. Influencer marketing is one of the better ways for utilizing the services through social media considering three components like the audience, the endorser, and the social media manager. Different kinds of influencers play an important role in advertising the product like Nano, Micro, Macro, Mega and Celebrity Influencers [9].

Firms are using technologies to interact with their customers so that it shortened the distance and time to market. And also increases the scope for one-to-one communication on a mass scale by deploying Big Data analytics [10]. Both practitioners and researchers should learn to navigate the reality of a marketing landscape that is getting increasingly virtual to deal with issues that have already arrived. The historical Internet analysis focused on evolution of virtual world. In a result it was found that historical Internet repository dependent on real world repository [11]. Digital Marketing approach [12] enhance users to accommodate current trends in Digital Marketing for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and security purpose. Some recent tools are difficult to use. This motivates to provide support for automation tools and user friendly guidance. This helps the users to have well perceptive on performance of automation tools. Another function is to set the digital marketing environment which came out from traditional marketing environment.
Some users/customers share mouth to word information or vice versa on an extended social network. The contribution behind social media derived from influential hypothesis [13] which includes image related utility and intrinsic utility.

A Web based hybrid system for evaluating performance of e-commerce web sites [14] based on traditional marketing performance, social media, financial performance, web analytics. They have developed WebMarp system which consists of user interface, web database, expert system with fuzzy logic rules, graphical components for displaying evaluation results. The WebMarp is a server-side system developed by using open source tools like Ajax, MySQL, PHP and JavaScript. In addition, this application uses Fuzzy logic rules in terms of “If –then” action rules for performance evaluation of e-commerce websites. In paper [15], proper process of digital marketing and its availability in Malaysia is proposed. Their study aims at to provide resourceful and correct knowledge about digital marketing with the help of latest technology like AI for innovation in digital marketing. They have proposed Digital Marketing Framework which consists of three stages- process flow, study and analysis, and findings and implementation. The process flow has five elements – customer’s need, platform used, marketing strategy, measure in response and end product. The second stage include three elements- latest technology used, user’s visibility and platform used. The last stage consists of three elements – research on new findings, implement new findings and provide user friendly guidance. The paper [16] talks about the analysis of motorbike service called GO-JEK mobile application in Jakarta. They have done case study on GO-JEK by taking observations and interviews of college students to analyze digital marketing strategy used by the application. This application provides services like Instant courier, Go-Food, Transport and shopping. This application uses digital marketing by promoting promotion price of IDR 10,000 to the customers which help the popularity of this application amongst the customers.

An application of data mining for digital marketing strategy was proposed in paper [17]. This paper focuses on four stage structure of digital marketing which include selection of process of marketing, analysis of different marketing strategies and platform, selection of marketing platforms and tactics and last stage is analyze consumer behavior and track market reaction. They have segmented the customers based on customer’s age, education level, family income. The real time example of promotion of credit card is discussed in this paper. For analyzing credit card promotion information, iData analyzer data mining tool was used to cluster the customers based on sex, age, income range, credit card insurance, life insurance promotion, magazine promotion, and watch promotion. Their study based on marketing response, consumer behavior, feedback mechanism and click through rate. This papers describes the concepts of digital marketing, internet marketing and data mining. Smart Market android application [18] uses Aadhar database for avoiding manual transactions with the help of cloud server, automatic weighing machine, and thumb enrollment. This application is able to scan QR code and barcode of the product for fetching information about the product, then customers has to self-authenticate by using thumb in order to initialize the transactions. A web based tag discovery and analysis application was proposed in paper [19]. They have embedded a JavaScript file on the page in order to track the journey of a page in terms of tags, parameters of tags and values propagated with parameters of tags. Their application also provides dashboard for visualizing tags and site performance using web analytics tools.
5. Framework of Digital Marketing

Our framework of digital marketing consists of six stages.

1. Set the business objectives
2. Platform Selection
3. Plan and create the content
4. Search Engine Optimization
5. Apply Data Analytics and influence the customers
6. Measure the growth of business.

5.1. Set the business objectives

Every businessman must set goals and objectives of marketing as without focus on strong goals, the process of digital marketing becomes fail. These goals can varies from making awareness about information of the products and services across the globe, attracting and retaining loyal customers, achieving a certain benchmark in the sales of products in few months. These business goals must be specific, measurable, time bound and actionable. The business objectives must be clear and specific as unclear and irrelevant goals leads to failure of marketing strategy. The business objectives must be measurable as without which you cannot understand whether the specific goals have achieved or not. The business goal must be time bound by setting clear deadlines for achieving specified goals and tracking progress of the business in terms of sales and revenue. The business objectives must be achievable as unrealistic goals leads to failure of marketing strategy and waste of money and time, and it will damage the reputation of company. Before setting business objectives, the enterprises must do market research in order to set specific, measurable, time bound and achievable business objectives.

5.2. Platform Selection

Once the businesses have set specific, relevant, actionable, measurable marketing goals, the next step is to choose the best social media platform that can be used to attract and target the specific group of customers. Depending on the business objectives set, the businesses can choose social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube etc. to promote the information about the products and services offered by them by making a strong profile on social media, writing a blogs about the services offered, creating a web site, developing a mobile based application or simply writing mails to customers by providing them latest offers and coupons to increase the sales of products. The social media platform allows businesses to connect to huge
pool of customers, to easily grow the brand awareness, lower advertising cost, advanced
targeting the specific group of customers, increase the traffic towards the landing page by using
search engine ranking techniques, it also helps to increase the leads and sales of the product in
shorter duration of time. The best social media platform must be popular, easily accessible,
widely used by the customers, allows easy way to get engage with the customers, provides
simple tools to create right content promoting the information of the product.

5.3. Plan and create the content

Once businesses have chosen the best and popular social media platform for promoting the
information about the products and engaging with customers, next step is to plan the weekly or
monthly calendar for creating and posting the suitable content about products and services
offered by the enterprises. A good digital marketing plan is essential for business as it will have
clear deadlines for achieving the business goals. Before creating contents for promoting
information about products, one should research the current trends in the market, what are
customer’s demand, what other competing companies are doing, and provide the solution to
problems of customers. The content management system can be employed for planning, creating,
and publishing the contents or landing page of business. The type of content depends on business
brand, type of business, target customers, problems of customers. The type of content can be
blog post, videos, webinars, images, email content, EBooks, testimonials. The type of content
must be unique, easy to understand by customers, meeting the objectives set by the business,
making aware about the products and services information to the customers, sharable on other
social media platforms.

5.4. Search Engine Optimization

Search engine optimization is a process of getting more traffic from free, organic and natural
search results on the search engines. It helps in making a page easy to find, easy to crawl and
categorize. The search engine optimization also helps to increase the visibility of web page, to
make easy crawling and indexing of web pages by the bots, help the web pages to stay on first
pages of results on search engines. The SEO uses two types of searches, organic search and paid
search. The organic search results are unpaid, natural search results displayed depending on merit
of the content, relevance to search keyword, quality score. The paid search results are the
advertisements appearing on very top of the search results, sometimes left or right corner of
sidebar depending on the bid and quality score of the web page.

The search engine optimization does crawling, indexing and caching of web pages depending
on title tag, URLs, Meta tags description, quality of the content, image alternate text etc. In order
to promote the information about the products and services, the business should create content
containing long tail keywords depending on market research, popularity of keyword amongst the
customers and current market trends. The long tail keywords are keyword phrases that are
usually longer, more specific and commonly searched on the internet by the customers. The long
tail keywords are capable of getting huge traffic towards the business web page, high conversion
rate and increasing the revenue for the business.

5.5. Apply Data Analytics and influence the customers

With the evolution in internet technology, everyone has access to internet through
smartphones, desktops, tablets etc. As customers move along different devices, they are creating
different customer touch points across different mediums like online, offline, social networks,
and location based. This leads to creation of huge amount of data regarding customer’s region of
interest (ROI), new marketing trends, and customer’s recent problems. These customer touch
points are the points where customers comes in contact with the business process directly or
indirectly. The good marketer needs to identify and analyze these customer touch points in order to segment the audience into targeted customers and influence them to buy the products and services offered by the businesses.

When customers search on internet about products through any devices, they create lots of new data at every step. This data can be structured like number of clicks, likes or unstructured data like comments on Facebook, Instagram. The data analytics tools can be applied to this raw data in order to study the customer’s hidden pattern of searching and buying the products. Once these hidden patterns are identified with help of data analytics methods, one can easily segment the customers depending on their age, gender, income value, education, relationship status, previous purchases made by them, their geographical locations etc. After identifying the target customers, the digital marketer can easily influence the customers by making aware them with information of the products and services offered by them.

5.6. Measure the growth of business

After setting business goals and objectives, creating strong social media profile, planning marketing calendar, creating customer-centric posts and contents, applying search engine optimization methods to increase the traffic towards business web sites, applying data analytics methods to segment the targeted customers and influence them to buy your products and services, next most important step is to measure the growth of the business through number of leads generated, number of visitors converted into successful buyers, number of sales. To measure the growth of the business, the key performance indicators can be used.

The Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are used to define whether businesses have met the business objectives and to measure the growth of the business. These KPIs are the measureable values that helps to identify whether businesses have achieved their key goals and objectives. The KPIs can contain number of page visitors, time spent by the visitor on the page, number of leads generated, number of comments and social shares of posts and comments, actions done by the customers in web pages. The businesses can use key performance indicators at multiple levels to evaluate the overall performance of the business in reaching the targets specified before the deadlines, progress of sales of products and services.

6. Mathematical Model

The mathematical model of our framework of digital marketing described below:

Let S be the framework of digital marketing which takes input as set of business objectives, functions like platform selection, planning marketing calendar, creating customer-centric post and contents, employing SEO to get maximum traffic, using data analytics to target customers and influencing them to buy our products.

The S has some constraints like availability of resources, like internet, accessibility of devices, technological barriers, and language problems. The output of the system is to increase the revenue of the business by making new customers on social media and measure the growth of the business.

\[ S = \{ I, O, F, C, Su, Fa \}. \]

\[ I = \{ i_1, i_2, \ldots, in \} \text{ set of inputs given to the system } S. \]

Here, I is a set of business objectives and goals set in order to maximize the profit and increase the sales of products by using digital marketing.

\[ O = \text{Output of the system } S \text{ i.e. number of sales and revenue generated.} \]

\[ F = \{ f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4 \} = \text{set of functions performed by the system in order to achieve business goals and objectives.} \]

\[ f_1 = \text{platform-selection()}. \]
f1 is a social media platform selection depending on current trends, customers demand and market research.
f2 = plan_create().
f2 is a function of planning marketing calendar and creating post for promoting information about the products.
f3 = use_search_engine_optimazaiton().
f3 is a function which utilizes search engine optimization methods to increase the traffic towards the business web pages.
f4 = measure_growth_of_business().
Function f4 is used to measure the growth of the business by using different key performance indicators (KPIs).
\[ Fa = \{ \text{Failure of the system when it fails to achieve specific goals and objectives set by the businesses} \} \]
\[ Su = \{ \text{Success of the system is when business achieves specific goals and objectives, and generates revenue in the business by selling maximum products and services.} \} \]

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a general framework of digital marketing which will help the small and medium businesses to shift from traditional marketing to digital marketing by providing them with clear and resourceful knowledge about process of digital marketing on social media. Our framework of digital marketing will help the businesses to set up business objectives and goals, better social media platform selection, planning marketing calendar, creating customer-centric post and contents. This framework also help them to utilize search engine optimization (SEO) to get maximum traffic toward business web page and data analytics methods to segment the target customers in order to influence them for buying their products. Our framework uses keyword performance indicators (KPIs) for measuring the growth of the business in terms of targets achieved within specific deadline, number of leads generated, number of sales increased and revenue generated.
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